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description
phpBB is a popular open source forum software.
Sometimes, a forum is not enough.
So, the data must be migrated from phpBB to Tiki forums...

if you want to help:
Please post links to similar scripts.
ex.: phpbb to invision board, etc
If/when we do a script, we should do for all major forums.

From kerrnel22 on 11/20/07:

I have almost completed an integrated TikiWiki forum migration tool for 1.9.8.x and 1.10. Initial release will be to migrate only Tiki forums from one Tiki install to another. However, hooks are in place, and the intention is there, to work on extending the migration tool to importing of phpBB2 (or any other forum software) into Tiki. If you would like more information, email tiki.kernel at kerris.com. I expect a general release of the forum migration tool (for Tiki forums only) into cvs of both branches for beta testing by December 1/07. If all goes well, I’ll have something released for phpBB2 migration prior to Dec 31.
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

BillMac 29 Feb 08 03:57 GMT-0000

A member of our organization has created a set of scripts that transfer phpBB2 postings with attachments and changes to the member lists into TW 1.9. He runs it on a daily basis while we are in transition. He even translated the smilies. He has said that he would be glad to share the code, but he is under a heavy workload until the end of March.

Bill

CynthiaBlue 03 Jun 08 23:35 GMT-0000

I would love the code to import phpBB2 postings with attachments etc to TW 1.9! I can look at and modify code if needed, if I could get a copy I'd appreciate it. Thanks!

oddle 05 Aug 08 19:05 GMT-0000

BillMac,
Would like to get access to the script you all are using as well. I would really appreciate a copy if it is available. Thanks

Kent Barrett 16 Apr 09 17:53 GMT-0000

I am running into resistance regarding the adoption of TikiWiki because phpBB is already in established use.
phpBB is a wonderful BB and I love it, but I must get everything into TikiWiki to make the whole operation work.

Please, if you have a technique for importing phpBB 3.04 into TikiWiki 2 (or 3), contact me or post a link here.

Thank You!

-Kent

Kent Barrett 24 Nov 10 15:10 GMT-0000
Has anyone done any work/had any luck on this?

We have a large phpBB public forum that predated our Tiki which is our main site. We want to be able to import all our phpBB stuff into Tiki so we can kill off the phpBB.

We can contribute some money to the effort if someone will take it on. email web3 at kentbarret.com

drsassafras 26 Feb 20 17:45 GMT-0000
Closing due to inactivity. The issue may be reopened if it is still relevant.
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